Interactive Session Plan ™
Coach

REC U8-U10

Session Aims/Objective
Coach to improve...

Team/Age Group

Session date

U8-U10
Time available

Develop technically gifted, creative soccer players
1.) Increase a players comfort when turning with the ball.
2.) Increase a players agility when changing direction with the ball.

1 hr

Dribbling Variations. (15 Minutes)
Activity: Players dribble to the far side of the area then turn and come back to where they
started. The objective is to practice turning as shapely as possible. Plays should imagine a
turning to beat a defender. Turn, Block, Accelerate.
Click to insert session diagram

Coaching Points: Change speed and change direction. Big touches to get away.
Progressions: Use inside of foot turn. Use outside of foot turn. Use bottom of foot turn.

1v1 (10 Minutes)
Activity: Players start on opposite sides of a line. Two goals are set up on either side of the line.
The player with the ball must try and dribble through the gate, while the player without the
ball tries to block. The defender can only block the attacker by getting their body in the gate.
The defender may not tackle.
Click to insert session diagram

Coaching Points: Keep the ball close to you. Change speed and direction to avoid the
defender. Get the defender off balance and go with speed.
Progression: Make it a competition. Winners play against winners.

1v1 (15 Minutes)
Activity: Player 1 passes the ball over to player 2 and goes to defend. Player 2 must try and
score as quickly as possible using the turn moves we practiced earlier.
Coaching Points: Turn, block, accelerate. Use your body to protect the ball.
Click to insert session diagram

Progressions: Players must dribble through the goal.

Action Points/Notes:
Finish with a 4v4 or 6v6 game to goals. (20 minutes)
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